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We're gearing up for greater impact!

As South Africa prepares for a slightly more relaxed Level 3 from the 1st of

June, KMA is excited to provide greater support for our children.

And not a moment too soon...

The usual structures that offer respite for up to 12 hours a day from daily fight or

flight trauma, have been non-existent for 2 months. Since the country went into

lockdown, our pupils have had no recourse and no relief. In the last 2 weeks, as our

pupils become increasingly affected by boredom and lack of routine, we have seen a

marked rise in destructive behaviour. More concerning, is that temptation from

negative influences is starting to rear its ugly head.
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Thanks to your ongoing care of our beautiful children, KMA has been able to positively

intervene when dangerous consequences have threatened their well being.

At first, we gave our pupils their instruments to play at home and then started

online lessons, via WhatsApp, by providing daily data bundles for each pupil.



We know that a full tummy goes a long way to feeling comforted and safe and so we

partnered with local food distribution schemes and we are still delivering food packs to

our 95 families on a weekly basis.

Now, with some of the previous restrictions lifted, we are able to bring our children to

KMA for their online lessons, some TLC and Aunty Shirley's famous hearty meals.

A little breathing space during a confusing time.

Our KMA van and home have been sanitised, our staff have been trained, and our

COVID19 tests have all come back negative. We have a batch of masks for staff and

pupils to start us off and hand sanitisers in every room.
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We know that the longer our pupils stay out of school the higher the risk of them

dropping out. We also know that we cannot expect the impossible and we are

committed to "meeting the child where they're at".

To that end, we have designed weekly activities to keep them stimulated and

engaged, with opportunities to have fun with their families. With your help, we

can bring some semblance of normalcy to our pupils' lives and the psychological

support they need.



Together we can break the monotony our children are faced with

now, give them hope for the immediate future

and bring the shine back into their eyes.
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